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KALIR STUDIES

By I. ELBOGEN, Hochschule fttr die Wissenschaft des Judentums, Berlin, Germany.

NEARLY
ONE HUNDRED YEARS have passed since S. J.

Rapoport published his pioneer study of Elazar Kalir,
1

yet

hardly a single one of the many problems which surround this

poet has as yet been completely solved. Neither his name, nor his

country nor his date have been established beyond cavil. All that

we can say with certainty is that he wrote in a land, which was

under Christian dominion and whose prayers followed the old

Palestinian Rite.2 The hypotheses concerning the poet are chiefly

based upon his extant poetry, without taking into account his

numerous lost compositions, some of which are now gradually

made accessible to us from theGenizah of Cairo. 3
Indeed, even the

extant and known poems of Kalir have hitherto not been properly

understood and valued, as the following investigation will show.

As is well-known, the German-Polish Mahzor contains a

poem of Kalir for the Mussaf prayer of the first day of Passover

and for Shemini Asereth, i. e. a prayer for dew ^Q rbsn and a

prayer for rain DSW n^sn. Both poems extend only to the second

benediction of the Tefilla. Both of these compositions are similar-

ly constructed. They consist of two smaller and some larger sec-

tions. Of the larger sections, the first is composed of 1 1 strophes
of four couplets each, successively rhymed, each two lines belong-

ing to one letter of the alphabet.
4
Judging by its content this part

1 TVpn -us?
1

"\ mpoi IDT, in D'nyn maa, X, 1829, pp. 95ff. XI, 1830,

pp. 92ff.

2 Cf. I. Elbogen, Der Jiidische Gottesdienst, 2nd ed., pp. 310-316, 561.
3 Cf. Elbogen, ib., p. 561, and Studien zur Geschichte des Judischen Gottes-

dienstes, pp. 82, 119. I am going to publish the isyo for n'rjn a'v from Ms.
Bodl. Heb. f. 58 (2853) in the Hebrew Union College Annual, vol. IV.

4
|IB^>I a'j mNa ,]im PIN nn^

]-\vyho 'aai .|irn^ ]'na 1'nn^

lie"
1

? '"73 nyjBN .]i'K3 mxj TJQ
a ns
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is a prologue (man) by the poet introducing himself to the Con-

gregation and praying that his petition be heard. 5 The second and

third parts belong together in content, since they deal with the

significance of dew and rain in the work of Creation and in the

course of history of Israel as depicted in the Bible, and they close

with a view of the significance of these natural phenomena in the

time and the events of the days of the Messianic redemption.
Inasmuch as there is less Biblical material concerning rain than

dew, the author expatiates upon Creation and the days of the

Messiah, presenting a number of interesting views which have

hitherto not received sufficient scientific valuation. The form of

both sections is the same; section two (miNN, nDPpN) contains

twenty-two four-line strophes, the initial words of each line fol-

lowing the alphabet, four lines to each letter. 6 Section three

(Dn, nnn) has twenty-two couplets the first line of each strophe

following the scheme of the reversed alphabet (p"~itpn) and the word

in each line after the alphabetical word works out the acrostic:

-ISD nnpo "i^p 'ai'a iryV^.
7 Both sections have the same rhyme

all the way through, i. e. ^D or "ltDD respectively. Each of these

two rhymes occurs therefore 110 times. The fourth section weaves

together the twelve months of the year, twelve signs of the Zodiac

and the twelve tribes of Israel. The section involves cosmic and

astromythical connections which were probably no longer under-

stood by the poet himself, but which were nevertheless deeply

The description of the Piutim is somewhat more detailed, because none

of the prevoius authors gives a full conception of their form, neither Land-

shuth, muyn 'tiny, pp. 34 and 36, nor Zunz, Literaturgeschichte der Synago-

galen Poesie, p. 45. It is strange that Zunz, ibid. p. 60, has almost nothing

about DP3.

* Cf. besides the beginning, above note 4, njn "? I^D^D men Vov "?3 'yn

nnBK yit3 TIBB ;)D' '3fl niVn^ 103 mx'nNi ID'^DDS TUX D'^B
6 b>B3 TltfDn t"N '33

nmaa 121 31

^B mot* V'n nix ':B

D'D mxnV nixim fin
1

?

o'D NIT no IONI inN ho

"7fl i3^ ^3n nnsy run 1

?

D'D nnrn D'orn 1007
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rooted in religious thought.
8 In the case of this section', the form

is not the same for both festivals. For Passover there are twenty-
one stanzas following the order of the alphabet; each stanza has

four lines, each line beginning with the same letter, except that

line two and four of each stanza begin with the word ^3 after

which follows the regular letter of the alphabet. Every two lines

have the same doubled rhyme. In stanzas 1, 3, 5, etc. the first

rhyme is determined by the months of the Hebrew year (p'J,

TK .p'D) and in stanza 2, 4, 6, etc. by the Hebrew names of the

signs of the Zodiac (n?D ,TUP .D'DlNn) the second rhyme of each

stanza was selected ad lib.
9 Now since there are twelve months

and twelve signs of the Zodiac, and the Hebrew alphabet has only
twice eleven letters, the sections for the months Tebet and Schebat

are given in two stanzas instead of in four (p and ~i) ; moreover

since the author desired to give only twenty-one stanzas he united

for the month of Adar both the name of the month and the sign

of the Zodiac (in the letters IP and n). The form of the section for

OPJ is much more complicated. Here the Scriptural verses from

Deut. 28, 12, 3ian nxiN riN I
1

? 'n rins',
10 and Isaiah 55, 10, 'D

IT "WfcO, are prefixed word for word before lines 1 and 3 respec-

tively, lines 2 and 4 begin with the word D'O. After these prefixed

words there follows the alphabetical succession. Moreover the

lines divide into halves, and the four half-lines have the same

8
Right and wrong ideas on this point in D. Feuchtwang, Das wasser-

opfer etc. (Monatsschrift fur Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums, LV,
1911, 52 ff.).

8
JD1JD '3D l^n 1DHD DV3 D'^

]D'3 oxya oh'honh ]Dmh nm^ ho

lyn
1

? ho nniai jyo mya nVr^
]yh p'nonV JIT ]yvh noan 3^ Vo

nhanh ho nnV'3 H^DK ho ~\ov^
n V cj IDS iyT ins rboo irv 13 ho

nmn^ hoi v^'n nun vx~\h nnna nn^
man oy D'Din 1

? mat* 'D TV h^ ho

By ]n'K Abraham is alluded to. In the second part of these sections

with the independent rhyme (n^Krw ,nna etc.) we find in the sections 3 to

y allusions to the tribes of Israel; Ephraim and Manasseh are enumerated
besides Joseph.

10 The verse has 23 words, however the last two mVn V are counted as

one.
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rhyme; whenever possible the fourth half-line ends in a Biblical

word, which of course conditions the other three rhymes.
11 All

the divisions end with Biblical quotations introduced by the word

3irO3"
a

; they can still be found in Mss. and in the older

printed editions. The later editions have simply omitted them.

What an astounding mastery over words Kalir had, what power
his diction possessed, how he mastered the religious thought of

his time and what ability he had of vitalizing his poetry! Then
there follows in conclusion a prayer in short alphabetical lines

with a successive rhyme within the strophes.
12 This prayer is very

likely not by Kalir, but is a later addition. The evidence against

its genuineness is not the fact that there are many other poems
similar to it, for Kalir possessed great power to rework the same

material many different times, but simply that the diction shows

no trace of his titanic power.
13

There is very little to say about the smaller sections. They
are two five-line stanzas, each one rhyming all the way through.
In Passover the first four lines are alphabetical. The first line of

each stanza begins with injna and mainn respectively; the third

line begins with the word "?D and the fifth line connects with the

11 yen MOD -iiais?^ yvh
ypvii D'o oyo ] np' 03 mar .ye>sa ura D^ DO

po Va inns' a ' a N ny .py 'DP

pa rrrv ono .poa
nns' '^a in^ir .nnso

nns^ npy *aa nun

D'DTD i
' K b o vn' .D'oa a 1

? ~[sv\ 103
D'ara D'D

]

%
,3n inn ^ip

1

? .n'oys isn n3 D'D

In the first section 2b Abraham is alluded to, in the second, 2b, 3 and 4

Isaac and so on in each section one of the Patriarchs and the tribes, up to

section D, and then the heroes mentioned in the Mishna Taanit II (njyw '0>.

This poem contains 22 sections, the last two (r and n) treating of the respect-

ive month and its sign.

a
Zunz, 1. c. p. 45.

12
ioy nixiV in VB and ha noarna omonn D'JIDJ$ (Zunz, Literatur-

geschichte p. 46, no. 7) for Tal; a^ nar in Poland, *: nar DV^ in Ashkenaz

for Geshem. DTK is to be found also in MS. of the Corfu and Romania

Rite, cf. e. g. H. Hirschfeld, Catalogue of the Mss. in the Montefiore Library, No.

199, 8 (p. 56), 220 II 6 (p. 70).

" Landshuth 1. c. p. 36 no. 86.
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thought of the eulogy (no'nn vyo).
14 Moreover the opening

words of both fifth lines indicate the acrostic "ify^N. In the two
Dtfj poems the words '"13 *]N and ma* mark the first line, and D'D

is always placed before the second line. The arrangement is not

alphabetical, but the beginning of the lines with N and ^ indicate

clearly the acrostic iry^N. The first section is at the end of the

first benediction immediately before the eulogy Dn~QN ]JD but

the second is in most prayerbooks immediately after Tiaa nnN.

But in Frankfurt as Heidenheim remarks15
it was not recited until

after hzb^D, while in the local Klaus it was not recited until after

nnN pwi, that is, exactly corresponding to the place in the first

benediction, namely, immediately before the eulogy.

II

What is the origin of these differing usages? Furthermore

what is the significance of the two small sections in connection

with the larger sections? Obviously the first section for Tal

(inyia) as well as the first long poem (nun**) are both prologues.

Why have both of them? The suggestion of Heidenheim and

Landshuth16 that the first prologue asks permission from God and
the second from the congregation, is quite unacceptable, for the

second section says in several places the opposite.
17

Furthermore, while the long sections are well rounded units,

and indicate a clear building up of their ideas and development of

their themes, the short sections are only fragments whose con-

tents do not all present a complete picture.

In his explanation of the poetry of Shemini Aseret, Heiden-

heim has already observed that the two words at the beginning
of the two small sections refer to Job 37,11 y"fl

' aV I"1
'"
10

' '"^
*]**

m ]iy. Similarly in the two opening words of the shorter Tal

14
Elbogen, Gotlesdienst, p. 213.

15 D'no nvnn 1

? iy tfi nyi&' rrnxDi -ty frn nou ,VDD payi .ni^np nanna,

Heidenheim, Mabzor with commentary, Pesah I, Musaf; the commentary
to Shemini 'Aeret adds n^p unpin n'aa ininn pi.

18 Heidenheim, commentary to Tal, section nrn, Landshuth, 1. c., p. 34.
17 Cf. pr'V ^>a nyiBK. ]irto mxi nya (

= Israel, Deut. 32, 10); navnw
bo n'jDn n'pa .horn" (God=) nn; jo'

' nbrb .ioa (=God, Is. 26, 19);
nr ]na ]'y. n on 'ID and passim.
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poem one can recognise the beginning of Prov. 3,20

^a iBjn* D'prrcn lypaa moinn. Following J. Berlin 18 Landshuth

noted 19 that at one time there were more of these small sections

extant, each one of which began with one of the missing words

of the above mentioned Scriptural verses, and that in all of the

stanzas together the acrostic was complete, but as was frequently
the case with the Piutiim, these sections were omitted by the con-

gregations and thus were forgotten. Zunz must have actually
known these missing sections, for he gives for the Tal the begin-

nings of the four sections20 which follow in the Appendix and

remarks that we lack four sections of the Geshem poetry.
2oa Now

the problem becomes all the more complicated. If there was at

one time a complete composition of smaller sections, what rela-

tion was there between this and the other, that is, the larger

sections? Was there any connection between them?

Ill

Our answer to this question must be in the negative, and

Heidenheim helps us again to find the solution to this riddle. He
remarks in his commentary to both festivals that corresponding
to the differing usages mentioned above in regard to the beginning

of the poetic interpolations, so too there are variations in the close

of the poetry marking the return to the regular Tefilla.21 He
remarks however that in all the Mss., at his disposal the sentence

18
Mafrzor, ed. Hanover, 1839, commentary to Tal.

19
1. c. p. 34 no 41, p. 36, no. 82; Zunz 1. c., p. 60, no. 33.

20 Literaturgeschichte, p. 46, no. 15. 9 nn neniD "?D lypaj ends 'aVto

nnm, no. 10 D'^MO n'pnn ends D': nv 1

?, no. 11 Viys IDJ?T ends n^n
1

?, no. 12

iDin 'n^tw ^ts ends O'jno ha rmaa. Zunz' source is, as my friend Prof.

A. Freimann of Frankfort a. Main, suggests, Cod. Paris 606, which is given

here in the Appendix. I am indebted to Rabbi Julien Weill, Paris, for his

kindness in providing me with the manuscript.
2011 ibid. p. 60, no. 33.

21 Heidenheim to the end of Tal:

'131 nn ]D:I ]to D'D"DD nj?w ITDXDI 157 (cf. note 15) nVnm nnDi vn ni'rnpn

Y'vn irirw n ,D'non n'rio ''a O'D"DO v DTID nvnnV ly n^nm onniK vn DHIKDI

.D'non rrriD ''3 i
1

? nnn ]i nyw rroxm rrriDi n'DD iVo noii

The same remark at the end of Geshem. The close n'DD etc. is also used

in Venice.
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leading back to the Tefilla reads: rrnoi ITOO

D'non rrrro 'i nn -p-n i^ non TNI nyw rrosDi. I can cor-

roborate this observation. In the Mss. I have seen in the

libraries of Berlin, Dresden and Munich we find Heidenheim's

reading, but later readers 'improved' the text and added *73^3O

D"n. Clearly the situation is that Kalir wrote two different

compositions for both festivals and that these were brought

together although they did not belong together.

One of these was a regular Tal and Geshem composition

which, following the style of the 'Aboda on Yom Kippur or the

Tekiata of New Year,
22 was inserted only into that part of the

Tefilla to which it was related, that is, in that part of the Tefilla

where D'DSM niTOH is mentioned. The longer sections belong to

this composition ; hence their unified content which close with the

mention of rain and dew in the words23 3'tPD irn^N 'l Kin nn&w

hvn TTIDI nnn or QVFI TTID.

The second composition belonged to the type of Nnj72E?
23a

worked out for the whole Tefilla, just as Kalir had worked one out

for each of the four Parashiyyot also upon the basis of one Scrip-

tural verse. 24 The objection may be raised that the Tefilla for the

Festivals has seven blessings which would therefore require seven

poems, while the verse Prov. 3,20 and Job 37,11 have each only
six words25 as indeed Zunz counts only six sections for the Tal. 26

But this difficulty need not alarm us, since Yannai also wrote

compositions for the festivals containing only six sections.27

22
Elbogen, Gottesdienst, 216 ff.

33 This formula is of Palestinian origin, only in Palestine hon T11D

was mentioned in the Teffilla, cf. Elbogen 1. c., p. 44. 'Amram has no word
about Tal and Geshem and the Sephardi Mahzor has poetic petitions

about dew and rain before the Musaf-Teffilla but nothing within (Elbogen
1. c., 215)

23a
Elbogen, 1. c., p. 213.

24
They are well known for Shekalim and Haljodesh (Zunz, 1. c., p. 43

no. 5, 44 no. 11), but the manuscripts contain Piutim of the same kind for

Zakhor and Parah (Zunz, I. c., 44 no 7, 9) too.
25 'ia ]N is counted as one word, which Landshuth 1. c., p. 36, has

overlooked.
26 Cf. above, note 20.

27 Cf. "r "n HDP rm '; in Davidson, Mahzor Yannai, p. 30f., and

'Kr "IT nos 1

? 't ibid. 41f. The eulogies are of the Palestinian type, hence
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Clearly it was a well-established usage not to add poetry for the

middle blessing, the ovn ntPnp. This section was in itself poetry,

and needed no further adornment. Another problem which will

remain insoluble as long as we do not possess the texts is that the

name "ir^N has only five letter and we need six letters to carry

out the acrostic through all six stanzas.28 Be that as it may, the

fact cannot be doubted that Kalir wrote two different types of

compositions to Tal and Geshem, and that in the usual prayer-

books one of these in its complete form was improperly combined

with fragments of the other.

APPENDIX

Cod. Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Hebreu 606.

N "n nDEn

(fol. 89a)
niTn njraN i n y 1 3

nnnn1

? "?tn in IT

n7 nnn m D i n n n
mro "?3i

(fol. 89b)
D'B'Dia nTvnj Ton "?D

D'DDia narn pipn

D'S'yD 'pip: u nrnri"? ^B

man rb'Bj

p. 42 nT3 may: -jna
1

? imnp as in the note at the end ('B '3) and not,

as Davidson inserts, Trnnn. Likewise in p. 41 mm nn is to be inserted as

in p. 30, where the line before rnpn hurt '3 (or perhaps even Tristan TIN)
is missing.

28 Zunz, 1. c. p. 46 says nothing about it. The present article was writ-

ten in 1924 and could not yet make use of I. Davidson's Thesaurus.
1 Sic! 2 Instead of nnn^ in the printed texts. The line with "t is

missing by a mistake of the copyist.
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a'3 tsnta

13311

(fol. 90a)
13 n&naa ?D i y p 3 3 m

main1

? uri"?1
"? inn1

?'

rrmjn in niaa "?a

maim IND* "?"?

[scii. Bmpm xn 'a maai 'E^tu iznp3 aay
IV

DV

Via in~i I"?D

'D ^D DilrrD D '

p n v i v

rmn

D"nys 'TZ

1'V'n ova "?iys i B y i VI

I'^n"
1

? "?D ay np'x

I'Vn^n mxip bo

<
'

iWrn 'HTs 1

?

[scil. nmn1

? i
1

?] aian 'a i^n 1

? a 1

? aiaa ^n mia
Vn

nan

nsnn Via

ny

VB naiaa

3 Sic! 4 Palestinian formula, cf. Elbogen, Gotlesdienst, p. 134.

8 Also a Palestinian formula, Elbogen 1. c., p. 56, and sec. ed., p. 518.
' The last stanza consists of 9 lines instead of 5; the first 4 and the last

5 have the same rhyme. Two of the first group begin with v, four of the later

with n ; the acrostic of the author's name iry^R has been completed before, cf .

above p. 222, note 28.
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mron o'aica n>Th o"n m: -jV ID'DVI I'D' UT 'a o -'i

(fol. 96b> D"n DD'n
1

'"3 D'p3in DDKl TO1 D"H 1SD3 irariD D"R D'

i:'K>mn ovn .i^iin ovn .wsian ovn .inxoNn ovn .nvn

wan nm DVHD ij'nyis' yo^n ovn .ir^npn ovn ."uiynn ovn

nbn o'pinn !?D n m^y
1

? '" in^i mnas .

"m nD~ai npin .nrn ovns wnvn^ o'D'n "?

nenyi hiaian "?5 rnxo '^a .13^ nrr

7 Well known from the German-Polish Maljzor for n:rn n and iisr DT,

followed like here by maun orn, cf. Elbogen 1. c., 148, and Zunz, Ritus,

141 ff.
8 Sic!


